Abstract: After a presentation of the part of the automation and the supervision in the upgrading of the process systems, we present the issues involved in the application of a Functional Analysis (FA) technique on a supervisory system of a weighing system of cereals. Our contribution consists on applying a FA technique SADT (Structured Analysis Design Technique). This technique allows a functional description of the weighing system of cereals. The paper briefly discusses the functionality of the weighing system of cereals and some advantages of the application of the FA for the design of a supervisory system. Then the basic principles of the application of the supervision of the weighing system are presented. Finally, the different results obtained from the application of supervision are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The automation and the supervision constitute nowadays essentially the key factors of the existence of several enterprises in the global setting of the upgrading in order to answer to requirements of their customers (strict load notebook, maximal production capacity, restraint perfect of the margin...) [1]. It is in this mind that, in the setting of a qualitative gait, the upgrading of the control-command system and the supervision of grain silos are important operations.

In fact, the automation represents an important gap in the command of new technical systems. This function has become much practiced either by the designers or by the operators of technical systems [2]. For this purpose, some older systems have also become an application domain of the automation. Indeed the problem of an automation project resides in how to respond in a clear manner the two essential following questions: What hardware to use for a given project automation? What are the scenarios that must ensure the project automation?

The integration of an automated and a supervisory system of cereal weighing is nowadays, very important, because of the advantages that it present in terms of clutter, and exploitation suppleness. The supervision of the weighing system of cereals contributes to the improvement of the storage speed and by optimization in the time of the grain silos handling.

Functional analysis is a suitable approach used to explain the working of complex systems [3]. There are many synonyms for “functional analysis” such as: specification, functional specification, structured analysis, and functional description.

The basic idea of functional analysis is that the system is viewed as compound function. Functional analysis assumes that such processing can be explained by decomposing this compound function into a set of simpler functions that are computed by an organized system of sub-functions. The hope is that when this type of decomposition is performed, the sub-functions that are defined will be simpler than the original function, and as a result will be easier to explain [4].

In this work, we propose a functional analysis for the weighing system using SADT method (Structured Analysis Design Technique). SADT is a diagrammatic notation method designed specifically for describing systems as a hierarchy of functions and used in this investigation to describe the different functions and their relationships of the system [5].

In this context, the analysis of the weighing system of the grain silo of Djebel Djloud (near to Tunis) and the conception of an application of supervision is necessary in view to improve the existing system. This is why we present in this paper a practical case study of the grain silo of Djebel Djloud that is exploited by the SMCSA-GC (Société Mutuelle Centrale des Services Agricoles-Grandes Cultures) that plays an important role in general in the agricultural sector of the country and in particular in the cereal domain.

2. Presentation of the grain silo of djebel djloud

The grain silo of Djebel Djloud is exploited by the SMCSA since 1954 whose objective is to stock and to preserve quantities of cereals collected. Indeed, this grain
silo is the most important in Tunisia by its capacity of storage concerning the following products: hard wheat; soft wheat; barley; triticale.

The grain silo of Djebel Djloud includes notably an organized compact whole of 2 rows of section square cells, in reinforced concrete. The total number of cells is 20 cells. The total capacity of storage is about 650 000 quintals (65 000 tons) in wheat.

The silo of Djebel Djloud is composed of:

- 2 stations of receipt by wagon.
- 2 stations of receipt by truck.
- 3 stations of loading of truck.

The figure 1 presents the station of receipt of cereals in the grain silo of Djebel Djloud.

Fig.1. Stations of receipt of cereals

The tower of handling separates the two slices of the silo. This tower shelters notably equipments of vertical handling of cereals (elevators) and elements of the circuit (fans, fettlers, dispensers...).

This grain silo is composed of two whole of vertical storage unit, every whole of storage unit is called slice:

- The first slice is constituted of 8 cells and 12 bushels of loadings for a volume of total storage of 21000 tons.
- The second slice is organized of 12 cells for a volume of storage of 24000 tons.

Space on-cells shelter equipments of horizontal handling of cereals mainly, that are 8 transport strips of handling assuring the link between cells. Carriers of resumption to chain situated under waiting hoppers (TR1 to TR6)

- Carriers of resumption to chain situated in space under-cells (TR7 to TR11)
- Two elevators of resumption situated in the two hoppers of receipt (ER1, ER2)
- Four elevators situated in the tower of handling (E1, E2, E3, E4)

- Eight transport bands on-cells assure the link between cells (marked TB1 to TB8)

The weighbridge is constituted of an apron, in reinforced concrete, that rests on the electronic sensors. It permits to do operations of weighing to the entrance and the exit of cereal trucks. This system of weighing is ordered by a measuring of load and it is connected currently to a printer permitting the management of tickets (figure 2).

The weighbridge has the double type:

- Mechanical transfer of the weight.
- Electric transfer of information, visualization of the weight by digital reading with the possibility of impression and adapted on all computerized automatic device system.

The different stages of weighing by the weighbridge are:

- Weighing of the total truck.
- Stake in memory the gross weight.
- Stake in memory weight of the tare.
- Calculation of the net weight.

Fig.2. Interfacing of the weighbridge

The weighbridge includes 6 sensors type CB50X-DLS.

The CB50X-DLS is a numeric sensor of compression force which its features are the following:

- Sensor of weight achieved in rustproof steel tightly welded IP68,
- Protection anti-overvoltage in option,
- Capacities: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60 tons,
- Sensitivity: 200 000 points
- A/D conversion: 24 bits, 100 measures/sec.
- Numeric link: RS485 - 19600 bauds

The sensor of compression CB50X-DL presents a conception voluntarily simple in order to guarantee its long-term reliability. The weight to measure is thus directly applied on the sensor without making call to mobile mechanical elements.
3. Presentation of the SADT method

The SADT method [6] represents an attempt way to apply the concept of focus groups specifically to complex systems description, eliciting data from groups of stakeholders or organizational teams. SADT is characterized by the use of predetermined roles for group/team members and the use of graphically structured diagrams [7]. It enables capturing of proposed system’s functions and data flows among the functions.

SADT, which was designed by Ross in the 1970s [8], was originally destined for software engineering but rapidly other areas of application were found, such as aeronautic, production management, etc. Although SADT does not need any specific supporting tools, several computer programs implementing SADT methodology have been developed. One of them is Design: IDEF, which implements IDEF0 method [9]. SADT: IDEF0 represents activity oriented modelling approach (Fig.1). IDEF0 representation of a physical system consists of an ordered set of boxes representing activities performed by the system. The activity may be a decision-making, information conversion, or material conversion activity. The inputs are those items which are transformed by the activity; the output is the result of the activity. The conditions and rules describing the manner in which the activity is performed are represented by control arrows. The mechanism represents resources (machines, computers, operators, etc.) used when performing the activity [10]. The boxes called ICOM’s input-control-output-mechanisms are hierarchically decomposed. At the top of the hierarchy, the overall purpose of the system is shown, which is then decomposed into components-subactivities. The decomposition process continues until there is sufficient detail to serve the purpose of the model builder [11]. SADT: IDEF0 models ensure consistency of the overall modelled system at each level of the decomposition. Unfortunately, they are static, i.e. they exclusively represent system activities and their interrelationships, but they do not show directly logical and time dependencies between them. SADT defines an activation as the way a function operates when it is ‘triggered’ by the arrival of some of its controls and inputs to generate some of its outputs. Thus, for any particular activation, not all possible controls and inputs are used and not all possible outputs are produced. Activation rules are made up of a box number, a unique activation identifier, preconditions and postconditions.

For SADT diagrams or function boxes, two events are considered for representing the activation states of the activities. The first event represents the instant when the activity is triggered off, and the second event represents the ending instant [12-13].

SADT method has got the following main advantages [14]:

- **Large field of applications** such as automation, software developments, management systems and so on.
- **Facility and universality** of the basic concepts.
- **Existence of a set of procedures, advises and guidelines.**

![Fig.3. Top-down, modular and hierarchical decomposition of SADT](image)

4. Functional analysis of the weighing system

Although the parameters of control and command of a storage device are varied (weight, temperature, humidity, clearing of gas, control of level, ventilation...), the weighing constitutes the central operation because it permits to control flow of entrance and exit. Thus, we limit to the survey of the weighing system. Considering the real environment of the grain silo to this effect, we examine its weighing system by the weighbridge [15-17].

In fact, the activity of weighing is a fundamental operation in the process of cereal storage. Indeed, to all operation of receipt or expedition of cereals, it is indispensable to weigh the incoming or retiring quantities of the grain silo.

In this part, we present a functional analysis of a weighing system of cereals. This analysis will constitute the strategy of modelling to achieve. This analysis will permit to specify borders of the system to not to pass on the one hand by the work of modelling and to specify data and the circulating information in the system and that will be used on the other hand by this modelling.
This is why we propose to study the existing weighing system in the grain silo of Djebel Djloud and we present the numeric environment of this system. This survey will exploit a functional analysis technique based on the SADT method.

The SADT model constructs is decomposed in a certain number of actigrams hierarchized into two levels (figure 4-5).

The study of a weighing system in a grain silo consists of:
- a model of the weighing system,
- an application to adapt devices of measure, control and command to a numeric environment,
- an application of supervision of the weighing system.

Following the analysis done by the SADT method, it proves to be that the system requires an interfacing of control in order to improve the output and the efficiency of the weighing system and the handling of cereals. To this effect, we propose a prototype of supervision based on the permanent and automatic communication between sensors of weighing. This is why we choose the LabVIEW environment for the development of the application of supervision of the weighing system.

5. Supervision of the weighing system

Supervision systems permit to get the synthetic views of facilities or wholes of facilities in order to visualize their physical or functional states [18-19].

Situated in command rooms, supervision systems offer the possibility to centralize the vision and the physical organ piloting (sensors, auctioneers) sometimes very distant [20-25].

In this part, we present an application of supervision of the existing weighing system that interest to the control of the flow of propagation of products and the material of the transport (trucks).

Before writing the program of supervision, it is necessary to know the different stages of the control and their evolutions in the time. This description of the process is gotten by a temporal analysis of the behavior of the process to supervise.

The main role of studied system summarized by a working script that present the different operations to achieve. Every operation is spread out by an algorithm presented by an organization chart (figure 6).
made by the tests on weights gotten at the time of the operation of weighing.

The operation direction of the truck consists in determining the direction of moving of the truck. Therefore the obligation of reading of the numeric signal sent the sensor of weighing and precisely the respective data plot to the determination of situation of the truck takes place after having verified that the weighbridge is charged.

Fig. 6. Main organization chart

The nature of the handling operation (storage or expedition) represents the action to make by the existing truck on the bridge topples. This last is done after having known the state and the direction of the truck.

The application of supervision of the weighing system of cereals is composed of three blocks. In, the first bloc, we have the part the LabVIEW software that permit us to construct a graphic interfacing capable to communicate with the sensor CB50X-DL of which receive data. Thereafter, the second block that represents the link between PC and the sensor has for role the adaptation of signal. The third block designates the numeric data source generated by distortion of the sensor.

In this application of supervision, we used some structures of programming as case structure (figure 7).

Fig. 7. Example of the LabVIEW program

In order to assure the serial transmission in LabVIEW, we initialized the port RS485, by the fixing of the order wanted and parameters of the port, we configured the serial port as follows:

- port of communication : COM1,
- transmission speed : 19600 bauds,
- without bit of parity,
- one bit of stop,
- without control of flow.

If the distortion of the sensor takes place, a numeric signal is generated from where the signal will be transmitted by consequence the respective buttons to the nature of operation are light.

Figure 8 present a description of the graphic interfacing achieved by the LabVIEW software.

Fig. 8. Description of the graphic interfacing
After having achieved the prototype of supervision, we tested this prototype through a simulation (figure 9-10) of the different scripts of handling (storage and expedition).

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented on the one hand, a functional analysis of the existing weighing system in a grain silo and on the other hand, a conception of an application of supervision that permits the control of the system in order to improve the weighing process of cereals.

This is why the analysis of the weighing system of cereals has been led through a functional and critical analysis of the existing system using the SADT method.

Then, we achieved a prototype of supervision of the weighing system that permitted us to control a weighbridge in automatic fashion.

The presented work adopted a pragmatic gait based on a case survey. The elaborate methodology, the developed tools as well as the gotten results incite us to continue in the objective to contribute to develop a strategy of assessment of performances of a weighing system of cereals and help to the decision making.

This analysis will allow an easy stage of a parametric modeling and implementation through the development of a control algorithm helping in the design of a supervising and monitoring system of the weighing system of a grain silo.

Staring from this functional analysis discussed in this paper, work is in progress to develop robust control strategy for a dynamic and automatic control in real time of trucks' dynamic motion on the weighbridge and for similar real cases over the world.
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